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A major track crossing made 
easier nine times over 
A challenging infrastructure project chooses the fastest
route with Topcon monitoring technology 

The project was daunting: A utility crossing 
designed to be constructed under one of the 
busiest railway corridors in the Great Toronto 
Area. A total of nine tracks, including two major 
switches. All the while, passenger and cargo
trains were scheduled to pass at 15-minute 
intervals, with formidable speeds ranging 
between 70 km/h to 120 km/h. 

Amongst the near-insurmountable challenges included the need to bore 
within 45m of operating switches, a lack of permanent structures as 
benchmarks, and high reading frequencies with numerous monitoring points. 
It would be extremely difficult at best, and even handled using the most 
advanced technologies available, it would be dangerous.

So how would these obstacles be overcome? The contractors and railway 
operators searched for a monitoring method which was both reliable and fast 

Project Scope
A utility crossing to be constructed under 
one of the busiest railway corridors in the 
Greater Toronto Area

Solutions Used
2 Each GT-1001 + Delta Link and Delta 
Watch software, 400+ L-Bar monitoring 
prisms attached to the rail

Company                 
Toronto Hydro

MONITORING
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Laying the track to a stress-free expansion 
Major infrastructure project stays perfectly on track with Topcon monitoring technology 

to make certain tracks and ground movements were under control during construction and after. As you would expect, the solution 
they arrived at was Topcon. Powerful, precise, extremely fast and easy to implement. 

Topcon’s approach was thorough and practical. We installed two GT-1001 + Delta-Link systems which reduced the reading interval 
by splitting the large number of prisms between both instruments. Further, we combined data from both instruments into a single 
geodetic network to verify data and make the combined automated monitoring system more robust.

For Metrolinx, the results couldn’t have been better. Their team was able to take advantage of fully-automated, 24-7 data collection 
without the need for physical access to the site. This saved thousands of dollars every day. 

They had live data available on WSP’s DMS (data monitoring system) web portal where users can review/filter data at any time and 
from anywhere. This was incredibly convenient and a major time-saver. What’s more, WSP’s DMS sends alert notifications to key 
project stakeholders should thresholds be exceeded, making the process as reliable and worry-free as possible.

https://www.facebook.com/TopconToday
https://www.linkedin.com/company/topcon-positioning-systems
https://twitter.com/topcon_today
https://instagram.com/topcontoday
https://vimeo.com/topcon
https://www.youtube.com/user/TopconToday

